In the middle of the tune
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The Banks of Red Roses/The Boys of Ballysadare
Tom vocal/cittern; Stefan cittern; Liz dulcimer
The Workers’ Song
Tom vocal; Liz harmonium
a The Celebrated Working Man
Tom vocal; Johnny accordeon/chorus
b Uncle Albert’s last heroic farewell to the world
Tom recitation
Reels: Lady Ann Montgomery/
The Wind that Shakes the Barley/The Foxhunter’s Reel
Tom cittern; Martin guitar
The Snow it Melts the Soonest
Tom vocal

6

The Bonny Gateshead Lass
Tom vocal; Stefan English concertina
7 Jigs: Thomas Friel’s/The Battering Ram
Tom cittern; Martin guitar
8 The Two Sisters
Tom vocal
9 The Row in the Gutter
Tom vocal; Johnny piano
10 The Fiery Clockface
Tom vocal/guitar
11 Johnny Miner
Tom vocal
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STRIKE OUT WHICHEVER DOES NOT APPLY
Tom Gilfellon is a folksinger whose backgrounds have had a
considerable influence upon his musical development. Born
into a Durham mining community, he learnt at first hand
the close links between family and work, with its inevitable
tie with the colliery fortunes. The other main influence,
that of the Irish side of the family, is still kept alive today
in the north. Many Catholic communities hold functions
associated with Irish dance, song, and music, although the
present day performers speak a broad ‘Geordie’ dialect. After
initially rejecting the home influences, and turning to ‘pop’
music, blues, and American folk songs, Tom found himself
searching for a more satisfying music. He has found this by
identifying with the British tradition, and particularly that of
urban and rural areas around Northumberland and Durham.
Not content with slavishly copying the current ‘folk’ records
of the revival as so many singers have done, Tom has made
his own style through research into books and manuscripts,
and by visiting traditional singers and musicians. His skilled
guitar technique and study of vocal styles have resulted in
an unusually tactful use of the guitar as an accompaniment,
as well as a solo melodic instrument. Many facets are
represented in Tom’s extensive repertoire; the great poetry
of the ballad, the humour of the recitation and the intricate
pattern of dance tunes. In these musical links with the
environment there is not only a representative cross section
of the North but a look into the philosophy and integrity of
the artist himself which allows us to understand how he has
become one of the foremost personalities of the present folk
music revival.
J. Pandrich
January 1976

NOW READ ON...
Mr. T. Gilfellon, of Stanley, Jesmond, and the Salvation
Men’s Palace. I have known this boy, man, beast, monster,
alcoholic, and failed amateur rapist for eighteen years. He is
house trained, friendly, kind to his mother and auntie, and
not overweight for his size. Sooner or later, he will be of great
value to the community, and until this stage is reached, I
am sure he will make a useful gift/pet. If lost, please return
to Stanley Police Station, Ladbroke’s Betting Shop (Shields
Rd.) or to Original Maker. Do not forget to enclose the
guarantee card, and a set of guitar strings. Please tell your
friends to buy this record to help him to save up for some
new spectacles and darts.
J. Handle
January 1976
We are all prisoners of our past, I suppose, and I was
genuinely surprised when taking stock at the end of the
present recording session, to find that my imagined eclectic
tastes in music had been suborned by my inheritance.
You see I was born in North West Durham, the son of
a miner and the apple of my Irish grandparents’ eyes
The strong cultural influences of an Irish family being, I
think, countered by the equally strong culture of the pit
community of Stanley. Here I grew with my life, loves and
political values shaped by those twin forces. And despite
years of civilising influences, I don’t think I’ve altered much.
So it should have been no surprise to find a preponderance
of Tyneside and North Eastern songs tempered by musical
Irish-isms at the playback session. But it was.
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So, Walter Mitty-like, I plunge into The Banks of Red
Roses, that swaggering, boastful song of the would-be superlover which has, despite efforts to the contrary, remained one
of my favourite songs of all time. I disclaim, however, all but
the most passing of resemblances to the hero of the piece. Liz
and Stefan Sobell accompany me on cittern and dulcimer,
while Liz stays on to play The Boys of Ballysadare with
me. This is a slip, or hop jig in 9/8 time which I learned from
Tim Lyons. We’re all playing instruments made by Stefan on
these two tracks, by the way. Mine is a form of cittern having
five pairs of strings tuned G D G D G. Once in a while I
visit my old friend Ed Pigford to plunder his ever increasing
stock of songs. And he, never failing in his generosity, gives
them to me so that I can attempt to sing them half as well
as he. Ed’s background is very similar to my own and I feel
great admiration and sympathy with his work and I hope I
can treat it as well as it deserves. This, his Workers’ Song
is a reply to those who blame Britain’s present economic
and social ills on the greed of the working man while overlooking the monumental greed of capital. How come, the
paragons of European economic virtue are the countries
with the highest paid workers? Liz Sobell again does the
honours with the missionary-model harmonium.
I learned The Celebrated Working Man or In the Bar
Room from the much lamented Jack Elliott of Birtley who
was, until his untimely death, one of my great friends and
mentors. The miner was proud of his work skills and these
inevitably grew just that little bit larger than life after a few
pints, much in the time honoured style of fishermen’s tales of
the ones that got away. While the miner’s pride in his work
is one thing, his pride in his chosen sport would leave the
average religious maniac a poor second in the fanaticism
stakes.

In Uncle Albert’s Last Heroic Farewell to the World Ed
Pigford celebrates that dedication, and I celebrate my own
reluctant decision not to continue my bid to become the
world’s greatest darts player. After watching Alan Rushgrove
in ‘The Rose and Crown’ at Blackhill consistently hit 501
in a dozen darts or less, I began to doubt my own prowess
and eventually such doubts can only lead to frustration and
possible delinquency. Three reels... Lady Ann Montgomery
from the playing of Seamus Walsh of the Crosses of Annagh,
Co. Clare, The Wind that Shakes the Barley attempted as
a translation from the flute style of Miko Russell of Doolin
and The Foxhunter’s Reel which, Seamus Ennis tells me, is
a fairly recent addition to the long narrative piping piece The
Fox Chase. Martin Carthy joins me on The Foxhunter’s
Reel.
The Snow it Melts the Soonest - I still tend to the view that
it might just be Male Chauvinist Pig Song of the Year... I
recognize the arrogance of the words, and there I’ll let it be.
It has a most beautiful tune, however, which was collected
by the Newcastle radical Thomas Doubleday from a street
singer (it’s not clear who wrote the words). I apologise to
my female friends and to my wife Maggie in advance. The
leopard cannot change his spots nor I my grunt but we can
cunningly camouflage them if we’re lucky!
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Sometimes I feel that we are due for a revival of the age of
sentiment. The current upsurge in popularity of country and
western and the downward swing of our fi nancial fortunes
are not entirely unconnected, I’d say. Here then, is a less
banal piece of whimsy, The Bonny Gateshead Lass, written
a hundred years ago by the great Tyneside songwriter Joe
Wilson, who has had a good deal of attention paid him of
late. Accompanied on concertina by Stefan Sobell.
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Martin Carthy seems to have the happy knack of turning up
whenever I need support. He arrived to stay the night before
we commenced these recordings and kindly consented to
be pressed into service as a high class accompanist. In fact it
was Martin who taught me the fi rst jig some years
ago and as I have no name for it, I call it Tom Friel’s Jig after
the landlord of a small pub in Miltown Malbay in whose
kitchen I’ve had many a happy drink and a song. The second,
a common enough tune, The Battering Ram, was given me
by Andy Seagroatt, some time All-Ireland Miscellaneous
Instruments Champeen. The Two Sisters or Binnorie as
it appears in the Northumbrian Minstrelsy is a ballad
which has had wide currency throughout the Borders and
beyond. The tune is one I learned some time ago and is an
approximation of that sung by Lucy Stewart of Fetterangus,
a beauty of a singer if ever there was one. The text is a
hotch-potch from sources in Child’s English and Scott ish
Popular Ballads.
Johnny Handle has already appeared as a Parisian
accordeoniste and now, pausing only to don his wig and
top hat he is about to appear as the Fats Waller of the Byker
Odeon… my thanks to you John. The Row In The Gutter is
another song from Tommy Armstrong of Stanley and takes
me once again back home where men are men and women
much tougher.

It always amazes me that women are constantly trying to
lower themselves to a position of equality with us!
I’m told that the dial of the clock on St Nicholas’ Cathedral
Church in Newcastle was fi rst lit by gas on December 5th
1829. It was blown out by a violent storm of wind, whose
author, the Verger, couldn’t contain himself any longer on
the night of October 19th 1862. Mercifully it was re-lit on
November 15th in the same year. That area of our great town
is still not the nearest thing in the world to Piccadilly Circus
at night, so in those days of darkness who could blame the
innocent pitman... not to mention the innocently drunken
pitman, for thinking that we were the recipients of some
lunar visitation. I’ve thought the seam mysel’ sometimes,
when coming home from The Bridge. The Fiery Clockface
was written by Bobby Nunn, a Tyneside songwriter and
appears in Allen’s ‘Tyneside Songs’.
When Arthur Scargill is president of The Amalgamated
Union of European Power Workers and my mate Danny the
Red is an arch moderate, then the sons of the Durham men
who left home at the bidding of Alfred the Benign will still
tell the tales of the seams where alligators were used for
pit ponies and the rats were bow legged. Th is song of
Eddie Pigford’s should be their anthem. The miners of the
Notts, Derby and Yorkshire coalfields have recently proved
to Johnny Miner that he is not the relic that those who
demoralized the coal industry of the sixties would have
had him believe he was. But for the people of Durham it’s
too late, he’s gone to enrich other seams with his sweat and
blood. One day I hope I’Il sing this with a brass band.
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Thanks to all my friends. Your help and encouragement is
not, I hope, lost on me… but this record is, in the end, for
Maggie, Liam and Sarah.
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